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Searching and sorting algorithms cheat sheet

By John Paul Mueller, Luca Massaron's algorithms don't have to be boring or difficult to use. In fact, algorithms surround you in many ways that you may not have thought about and use them every day to perform important tasks. However, you need to be able to use algorithms without having to become a mathematician. Programming languages describe the steps used to create
an algorithm. Some languages are better than others in performing this task in a way that people can understand without becoming computer scientists. Python makes it easy to use algorithms because it comes with a lot of built-in and extended support (through the use of packages, datasets, and other resources). This cheat sheet helps you access the most commonly needed
tips to make using algorithms quick and easy. The following table describes algorithms and types of algorithms that could be useful for various types of data analysis. You can find discussions about all these algorithms in Algorithms For Dummies. Description of useful Link algorithm A * Search The algorithm tracks the cost of nodes as it explores them using the equation: f(n) =
g(n) + h(n), where: n is the identifier of the g(n) node is the cost of reaching the node so far h(n) is the estimated cost to achieve the goal from node f(n) is the estimated cost of the path from n to the goal The idea is to search first for the most promising routes and avoid expensive routes. Standford.edu a balanced shaft Type that maintains a balanced structure through
reorganization so that it can provide reduced access times. The number of items on the left side differs from the number on the right side by one at most. Webdocs Two-way search This technique performs simultaneous searches from the root node and target node until the two search paths meet in the middle. One advantage of this approach is that it is time efficient because it
finds the solution faster than many other brute force solutions. In addition, it uses memory more efficiently than other approaches and always finds a solution. The main drawback is the complexity of the implementation. Planning.cs binary tree This is a type of tree that contains nodes that connect to zero (leaf nodes), one or two (branch nodes), other nodes. Each node defines the
three elements it must include to provide connectivity and store data: data storage, left connection, and right connection. cs.cmu.edu Breadth-first Search This technique starts at the root node, explores each of the child nodes first, and only then moves to the next level. Progress level by level until a solution is found. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that it has to store each
node in memory, which means that it uses a considerable amount of memory for a number of nodes. This technique can check for duplicate nodes, saving time, and a solution is always provided. Khan Academcy Brute Force This is a problem solving technique where someone searches for every possible solution, looking the best problem solution. Brute force techniques ensure a
more suitable solution when it exists, but take so long to implement that most people avoid them. Igm.univ Depth-First Search This technique starts at the root node and explores a set of connected child nodes until it reaches a leaf node. It progresses branch by branch until a solution is found. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that it cannot check for duplicate nodes, which
means that it could traverse the same paths as the node more than once. In fact, this algorithm may not find a solution at all, which means that you need to define a cutting point to prevent the algorithm from searching endlessly. One advantage of this approach is that it is memory efficient. Hacker Earth Divide and Conquer This is a problem solving technique in which the problem
is divided into the smallest possible pieces and solved using the simplest possible approach. This technique saves considerable time and resources compared to other approaches, such as brute force. However, it does not always guarantee a more suitable result. Khan Academy Dijikstra This is an algorithm used to find the shortest path in a direct, weighted chart (with positive
weights). Geeks for Geeks Graph A chart is sort of an extension of a tree. As with trees, nodes have been created that connect to each other to create relationships. However, unlike binary trees, a chart can have more than one or two connections. In fact, graphic nodes often have a multitude of connections. You see charts used in places like GPS maps and all kinds of other
places where the top-down approach of a tree won't work. Tutorial Greedy Algorithms This technology of one of the problem solving in which the solution is based on the best response for each stage of the troubleshooting process. Greedy algorithms generally make two assumptions: you can make a single optimal choice in a given step. By choosing the optimal selection at each
stage, you can find an optimal solution for the general problem. Best Search for Greed (BFS) Tutorials The algorithm always chooses the path closest to the target using the equation: f(n) = h(n). This particular algorithm can find solutions pretty quickly, but it can also get stuck in cycles, so many people don't consider it an optimal approach to finding a solution. Centurion2 Hashing
This is a method of predicting the location of a particular data element in the data structure (whatever that structure is) before actually searching for it. This approach is based on the use of keys entered in an index. A hash function transforms the key into a numeric value that the algorithm inserts into a hash table. One hash provides the means to create an index that points to
elements in a data structure so that an algorithm can easily predict the location of the data. Heap tutorials This is a sophisticated tree structure that allows data insertions into the tree. Using data entry makes sorting faster. You can further classify trees such as maximum heaps and minimum heaps, depending on the shaft's ability to immediately provide the maximum or minimum
value present in the tree. Heuristic Exercises This is a problem solving technique that relies on self-discovery and produces results that are useful enough (not necessarily optimal, but good enough) to deal with a problem well enough that a better solution is not needed. Self-discovery is the process that allows the algorithm to show you a potentially useful path to a solution (but
you still have to rely on human intuition and understanding to know if the solution is the right one). Northwest.edu MapReduce This is a framework for making algorithms work using calculations in parallel (using multiple computers connected to each other in a network), allowing algorithms to complete their solutions faster. Hadoop Apache Mergesort Mergesort is a sorting method
based on general-use comparison. It depends on a divide and impetus approach to carry out its task. Geeks for Geeks Nash Equilibrium This is a game theory where other players know the balance strategy for other players, so no one has anything to gain by changing their personal strategy. This theory sees use in any hostile situation where the player must account for the
decisions made by all other players to win the game. Khan Academy PageRank PageRank is an algorithm for measuring the importance of a node in a chart. This algorithm is at the root of Google's main algorithms to power user-relevant searches. Princeton.edu Pure Heuristic Search This algorithm expands nodes in order of cost. It maintains two lists. The closed list contains the
nodes it has already explored, and the open list contains the nodes it has yet to explore. In each iteration, the algorithm expands the node at the lowest possible cost. All its child nodes are placed in the closed list and the costs of individual child nodes are calculated. The algorithm sends low-cost child nodes to the open list and deletes child nodes at a high cost. As a result, the
algorithm performs a smart, cost-based search of the solution. World of Computing Quicksort This is a generic sorting strategy based on partitioning data arrays into smaller arrays. It depends on a divide and impetus approach to carry out its task. Unbalanced Tree Tutorials This is a structure that places new data items wherever needed in the tree based on balance. This method
of adding items makes tree construction faster, but reduces access speed when searching or sorting. Quora If you're like most people, you often find yourself scratching your head when it comes to mathematical structures because no one seems how to use the terms correctly. It's like people are intentionally trying to make things difficult! After all, what is an equation and why is it
different from an algorithm? Well, fear no more: the following table provides definitive definitive guidance mathematical structures that you might meet, but they were afraid to ask about. Equation Structure Description Numbers and symbols that, when taken as a whole, are equivalent to a specific value. An equation always contains an equal sign so that you know that the numbers
and symbols represent the specific value on the other side of the equal sign. Equations typically contain information about variables presented as symbols, but are not required to use variables. Formula A combination of numbers and symbols used to express information or ideas. A formula normally presents mathematical or logical concepts, such as defining the Largest Common
Divisor (GCD) of two integers (the video at khan academy tells how it works). Typically, a formula shows the relationship between two or more variables. Most people see a formula as a special kind of equation. Algorithm A sequence of steps used to solve a problem. The sequence has a unique method to solve a problem by providing a particular solution. An algorithm does not
necessarily have to represent mathematical or logical concepts, although presentations in this book often fall into that category because people more commonly use algorithms in this way. Some special formulas are also algorithms, such as the quadratic formula. For a process to represent an algorithm, it must be as follows: Finished: The algorithm must eventually solve the
problem. Well defined: The set of steps must be precise and have understandable steps, especially from computers, that must be able to create a usable algorithm. Effective: An algorithm must solve all cases of the problem for which someone has defined it. An algorithm should always solve the problem it needs to solve. Although it is necessary to predict some errors, the
incidence of failure is rare and occurs only in situations acceptable for the intended use of the algorithm. People always use algorithms. For example, doing the toast is an example of an algorithm, as explained in this blog post. Making the toast is not an extraordinary algorithm, but those in the following table, which use a computer to perform tasks, are. Task Why It's Amazing
Cryptography Keeping data safe is an ongoing battle with hackers constantly attacking data sources. Algorithms allow you to analyze the data, put it in some other module, and then return it to the original form later. Chart analysis The ability to decide the shortest line between two points finds all kinds of uses. For example, in a routing problem, your GPS couldn't work without this
particular algorithm because it could never direct you along the city streets using the shortest route from point A to point B. Generation of pseudorandom numbers Imagine playing games that have never changed. You start in the same place and take the same steps the same way every time you play. Boring! Without the ability to generate seemingly random numbers, many
computer tasks become useless or impossible. Usage Schedule Usage Fair resources for all interested parties is another way algorithms make their presence known in style. For example, timed lights at intersections are no longer simple devices that count seconds between light changes. Modern devices consider all kinds of problems, such as time of day, weather conditions,
and traffic flow. However, programming comes in many forms. Consider how your computer performs multiple tasks at the same time. Without a scheduling algorithm, the operating system could take all available resources and prevent the application from doing any useful work. Searching for information or verifying that the information you see is the information you want is an
essential task. Without this feature, many activities you run online would not be possible, such as finding the website on the Internet that sells the perfect coffee maker for your office. Sorting Determine the order in which to present information is important because most people today suffer from information overload and need to reduce the influx of data. Imagine going to Amazon,
finding more than a thousand coffee pots for sale, but not being able to order them based on the most positive price or review. In addition, many complex algorithms require data in the correct order to work reliably, so sorting is an important requirement to solve multiple problems. Transforming the conversion of one type of data into another type of data is critical to understanding
and using data effectively. For example, you might understand imperial weights well, but all your sources use the metric system. The conversion between the two systems allows you to understand the data. Similarly, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) converts signals between the time domain and the frequency domain, allowing things like the WiFi router to work. You already know
that algorithms are complex. However, you need to know how complex an algorithm is because the more complex it is, the longer it takes to run. The following table provides an understanding of the various levels of complexity presented in order of execution time (from fastest to slowest). Complexity Description Constant Complexity O(1) Provides an invading execution time,
regardless of the amount of input provided. Each input requires a single unit of execution time. Logarithmic complexity O(log n) The number of operations grows at a slower rate than input, making the algorithm less efficient with small inputs and more efficient with larger ones. A typical algorithm of this class is binary search. Linear complexity O(n) Operations grow with input in a
1:1 ratio. A typical algorithm is iteration, when you scan the input once and an operation to every element of it. Line rhythmic complexity O(n log n) Complexity is a mix of logarithmic and linear complexity. It is typical of some smart algorithms used to sort data, such as Mergesortsort, Heapsort, and Quicksort. Quadratic complexity O(n2) Operations grow as a square of the number
of When you have an iteration within another iteration (called iterations nested in computer science), you have quadratic complexity. For example, you have a list of names, and to find the most similar ones, compare each name to all the other names. Some less efficient sorting algorithms have such complexity: bubble sorting, sorting, and sorting the insertion. This level of
complexity means that your algorithms could run for hours or even days before reaching a solution. O(n3) Operations cubic complexity grows even faster than quadratic complexity because you now have multiple nested iterations. When an algorithm has this order of complexity and you need to process a small amount of data (100,000 elements), the algorithm could run for years.
When you have a number of operations that is an input power, it is common to refer to the algorithm as running in polynomial time. Exponential complexity O(2n) The algorithm requires twice the number of previous operations for each new item added. When an algorithm has this complexity, even small problems may take forever. Many algorithms that perform exhaustive searches
have exponential complexity. However, the classic example for this level of complexity is the calculation of Fibonacci numbers. Factorial complexity O(n!) This algorithm presents a real nightmare of complexity due to the large number of possible combinations between the elements. Imagine: if your input is 100 objects and an operation on your computer takes 10-6 seconds (a
reasonable speed for every computer nowadays), you will need about 10140 years to complete the task successfully (an impossible amount of time because the age of the universe is estimated at 1014 years). A famous factor complexity issue is the problem of the traveling seller, where a seller must find the shortest route to visit many cities and return to the city of departure. City.
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